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Introduction
A key feature of schizophrenia is impaired cognitive control, the ability to mobilize cognitive resources to support task goals in the face of response competition (Fornito et al., 2011) . Deficient cognitive control contributes to behavior that is rigid and perseverative rather than flexibly guided by changing contingencies. Here we used functional MRI (fMRI) and an antisaccade paradigm to investigate neural and behavioral adjustments of cognitive control in response to "Hard" versus "Easy" task demands.
Antisaccades require cognitive control since one must inhibit the prepotent response of looking towards a visual stimulus (i.e., a prosaccade) and substitute the novel behavior of looking in the opposite direction (Hallett, 1978) . Patients with schizophrenia (Manoach et al., 2002) , including antipsychotic-naïve first episode patients (Harris et al., 2006) For, and their first-degree relatives (McDowell et al., 1999; Reilly et al., 2014) consistently make more antisaccade errors (i.e., failures to suppress the prepotent prosaccade) than controls suggesting that the antisaccade deficit is an endophenotype (For reviews see, Gooding and Basso, 2008; Hutton and Ettinger, 2006 ). Here, we tested the hypothesis that schizophrenia patients fail to modulate cognitive control in response to task difficulty. We expected that this would be manifested as reduced behavioral control and a failure to increase activation in the cognitive control network for Hard (high control) versus Easy (low control) antisaccade trials.
Antisaccades are ideally suited to study the volitional control of behavior since their neural mediation has been extensively characterized by human and monkey neurophysiology, neuroimaging and lesion studies (Connolly et al., 2005; Everling and Munoz, 2000; Munoz and Everling, 2004) . The dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) and lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) are key regions in the 'top-down' control of ocular motor structures (Johnston et al., 2007; Miller and Cohen, 2001 ). The dACC and lateral Baran, 4 PFC are structurally (Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1988; Wang et al., 2004) and functionally (Koski and Paus, 2000; Margulies et al., 2007; Tu et al., 2010) connected to the frontal eye field (FEF), which is the main cortical generator of saccades. Lesions of the dACC (Milea et al., 2003) and both the dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC, Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2003) and ventrolateral PFC (VLPFC, Hodgson et al., 2007) increase antisaccade errors. In human neuroimaging the dACC, DLPFC and VLPFC all show greater activation for antisaccades than for prosaccades (Dyckman et al., 2007; Matsuda et al., 2004; McDowell et al., 2008) . This body of work establishes the dACC, DLPFC and VLPFC as key anatomical components of the cognitive control network for volitional saccades.
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In a prior magnetoencephalography (MEG) study, we found that compared with healthy individuals, schizophrenia patients failed to increase preparatory activation in the dACC in response to cues that indicated an impending antisaccade (high control) versus prosaccade (low control) trial and this failure was accompanied by an increased antisaccade error rate . These findings suggest that healthy individuals were better able to use the instructional cue to increase cognitive control in anticipation of a more challenging task than patients. The aim of the present study was to extend this finding in several important ways: (i) To determine whether this deficit in mobilizing the control network extends from task preparation to task execution. Patients did not use the instructional cue to increase activation when anticipating a more challenging task, but would they be able to mobilize the cognitive control network when they actually had to perform the more difficult task? This question about task execution was difficult to address with MEG due to saccadic artifact during task performance.
(ii)
While the previous study contrasted different tasks (i.e., antisaccades and prosaccades), we wanted to determine whether the deficit in mobilizing control extended to situations where the task is the same (antisaccades) and only the difficulty level varies. (iii) We A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT Baran, 5 further wanted to take advantage of the superior spatial resolution of fMRI to fully characterize the deficit. (iv) Most importantly, we wanted to understand the clinical relevance of the deficit in cognitive control by examining its relation to symptom severity.
Methods

2.1.Participants
Thirty-three outpatients with schizophrenia and 31 healthy controls participated.
Patients were recruited from an urban mental health center. Four patients were unmedicated and the rest were maintained on stable doses of atypical antipsychotic medications for at least six weeks. Diagnoses were confirmed with Structured Clinical
Interviews for DSM-IV (First et al., 1997) and symptom severity was characterized with the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS, Kay et al., 1987) and the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS, Andreasen, 1983) .
Healthy control participants, screened to exclude a personal history of mental illness (SCID-Non-patient edition, First et al., 2002 ) and a family history of schizophrenia spectrum disorder, were recruited from the community by poster and website advertisements. All participants were screened to exclude substance abuse or dependence within the preceding six months and any independent condition that might affect brain function. Patient and control groups did not differ significantly in age, sex, handedness, mean parental education or an estimate of premorbid verbal IQ based on the reading subtest of the Wide Range Achievement Test-III (Wilkinson, 1993) (Table   1 ). All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
The study was approved by the Partners Human Research Committee and all participants gave written informed consent. In addition to a base rate of pay, participants received five cents for each correct antisaccade response, an incentive intended to enhance attention and motivation.
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2.2.Antisaccade Paradigm
The task was programmed using MATLAB Psychtoolbox (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). It was comprised of a pseudorandom sequence of three types of antisaccade trials that were balanced for right and left stimuli (Fig. 1 ). Randomly interleaved with the antisaccade trials were intervals of fixation lasting 2, 4, or 6 seconds, which provided a baseline and introduced "temporal jitter" to optimize the analysis of rapid presentation event-related fMRI data (Buckner et al., 1998; Burock and Dale, 2000; Miezin et al., 2000) . The schedule of events was determined using a technique that optimizes the statistical efficiency of event-related designs (Dale, 1999 ). Participants performed six task runs. Each run lasted 5 min 16 s and generated an average of 64 antisaccade trials and 20 fixation epochs.
The three types of antisaccade trials were: Hard (40%), Easy (50%) and FakeHard (10%). Hard trials introduced a distraction consisting of a luminance change in the peripheral squares during the gap between the offset of the central fixation ring and the appearance of the imperative stimulus. This sudden change attracts attention and thereby disrupts focus on the task at hand. This makes it more difficult to inhibit saccades in response to the imperative stimulus resulting in faster responses and a higher error rate. Fake-hard trials started with a cue indicating a hard trial, but were otherwise identical to easy trials. They were included to isolate the effects of hard vs.
easy cues on activation unconfounded by the luminance change. Fake-hard trials were restricted to be only 20% of trials with a hard cue so that participants would associate the hard cue with increased task difficulty.
Each trial lasted for 4 s and began with a cue informing the participant of either an easy or hard trial. The cue was either a blue or a yellow "X" and the mapping of cue color to trial type was counterbalanced across participants. After 300 ms, the cue was replaced by a white fixation ring at the center of the screen, where participants Baran, 7 maintained their gaze. At 1800 ms the central fixation ring disappeared for 200 ms and then reappeared on either the right or left side. This was the stimulus to which participants were required to respond by making a saccade in the opposite direction.
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Prior to scanning, participants practiced three runs of the task in a "mock"
scanner to familiarize themselves with the task and to become acclimated to the appearance, noise, and confinement of the actual MRI scanner. Participants were instructed, "You may find that the blue/yellow trials are harder than the yellow/blue trials" depending on the counterbalance. They were not told about the Fake-hard manipulation.
They were asked to respond as quickly and accurately as possible by making a saccade away from the stimulus and were told that they would receive a bonus of five cents for each correct trial.
2.3.Eye Tracking Data Collection and Analysis
The ISCAN fMRI Remote Eye Tracking (Burlington, MA) recorded eye position during mock and fMRI scanning using a 120-Hz video camera. Eye movement data were scored offline using a partially automated MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) program to determine for each saccade the directional accuracy with respect to the required response and the latency from the onset of the imperative stimulus. Saccades occurring after the onset of the imperative stimulus were identified as horizontal eye movements with velocities exceeding 47° per second. The onset of a saccade was defined as the point at which the velocity of the eye first exceeded 30° per second. Trials with initial saccades in the direction of the stimulus were scored as errors. The outcome measures were error rate and saccadic latencies for correct trials. Error rates were logittransformed before analysis to normalize their distribution. Baran, 8 Images were acquired using a 3.0T Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) Trio whole body high-speed imaging device equipped for echo planar imaging (EPI) and a 12-channel head coil. Head stabilization was achieved with cushioning and participants wore earplugs (29dB rating) for noise attenuation. A high-resolution structural scan was acquired in the sagittal plane using a 3D rf-spoiled magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence (repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE)/flip angle=2530ms/3.39ms/7°; FOV=256mm; 176 in-plane sagittal slices; voxel size=1.33 x 1 x 1.33mm). Functional images were collected using a gradient echo T2*-weighted sequence for Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) contrast (TR/TE/flip angle=2000ms/30ms/90°; 32 contiguous horizontal slices parallel to the intercommissural plane, voxel size=3.1 x 3.1 x 3.7mm, interleaved). The functional sequences included prospective acquisition correction (PACE) for head motion (Thesen et al., 2000) to adjust slice position and orientation in real time during data acquisition.
2.4.MRI acquisition
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2.5.Surface-based fMRI analyses
Analyses were conducted using FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) and FreeSurfer Functional Analysis Stream (FS-FAST) software. Functional images were intensity-normalized, smoothed using a 3D 8-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel and aligned to the MPRAGE scan for each participant. MPRAGE scans were used to reconstruct inflated (2D) models of individual cortical surfaces using FreeSurfer segmentation, surface reconstruction, and inflation algorithms Fischl et al., 1999) . For group-level analysis, inflated cortical surfaces were registered to a template brain consisting of the averaged cortical surface of an independent sample of 40 adults from the Buckner laboratory at Washington University (St. Louis, MO) using the Freesurfer surface-based spherical coordinate system. Cortical activation was localized using automated surface-based parcellation software (Fischl et al., 2004) . We Baran, 9 defined approximate anatomical boundaries for the dACC by dividing the ACC labels into dorsal and rostral segments by drawing a line perpendicular to the intercommissural plane at the anterior boundary of the genu of the corpus callosum (Devinsky et al., 1995) ; VLPFC was defined by combining the pars opercularis and pars triangularis labels and DLPFC was defined as the rostral middle frontal labels.
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2.6.Motion
In addition to on-line motion correction (PACE), functional scans were corrected retrospectively for motion using the AFNI algorithm (Cox and Jesmanowicz, 1999) , intensity normalized, and smoothed using a 3D 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. To characterize average motion for each participant, total translation (x, y, z) and rotation (pitch, roll, yaw) were averaged across the six runs of the task and compared between groups.
2.7.Activation
Finite impulse response estimates (Burock and Dale, 2000; Miezin et al., 2000) of the event-related hemodynamic responses (HDRs) were calculated for each of the three trial types (Hard, Easy, Fake-hard) and for error trials for each participant. This involved using a linear model to provide unbiased estimates of the average signal intensity at each time point for each trial type without making a priori assumptions about the shape of the HDR. HDR estimates were computed at 12 timepoints with an interval of 2s (corresponding to the TR) ranging from 4s prior to the start of a trial to 18s after the start. Temporal correlations in the noise were accounted for by prewhitening using a global estimate of the residual error autocorrelation function truncated at 30s (Burock and Dale, 2000) . Registered group data were smoothed with a 2D 4.6 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. To facilitate comparison with other studies, approximate Talairach A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT Baran, 10 coordinates were derived by mapping the surface-based coordinates of activation back to the original structural volume for each of the individuals whose brains were used to create the template brain, registering the volumes to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI305) atlas (Collins et al., 1994) and averaging the corresponding MNI305
coordinates. These coordinates were transformed to standard Talairach space using an algorithm developed by Matthew Brett (http://imaging.mrccbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/MniTalairach).
To correct for multiple comparisons, 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations were run using the mri_glmfit-sim function in FreeSurfer (Hagler et al., 2006) . Simulations of synthesized white Gaussian noise were run using the smoothing, resampling, and averaging parameters of the surface-based functional analysis and a vertex-wise (cluster-forming) probability threshold of p≤.01. These simulations were used to determine the likelihood that a cluster of a certain size would be found by chance based on cluster-wise probability (CWP) threshold of p≤.05. (Fig. 2) indicating that the luminance manipulation on Hard trials was effective in making saccadic inhibition more difficult and in shifting the speed accuracy trade-off function in the saccadic system to a riskier position (Agam et al., 2013 Fig. 2B ). While patients and controls did not differ (The fact that cluster sizes were larger for the comparison of Hard with Easy trials than 
3.Results
3.1.Task Performance
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4.Discussion
When confronted with a more challenging version of the same task, healthy individuals increased recruitment of cognitive control network regions (dACC, DLPFC and VLPFC). This increased recruitment is likely adaptive since participants who showed greater increases made fewer errors, regardless of group. Patients with schizophrenia made more errors than controls and failed to increase activation in cognitive control regions for harder trials. These findings suggest that recruitment of the cognitive control Baran, 13 network is important for behavioral inhibition and reduced control impairs performance in schizophrenia.
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In addition to being relevant to behavioral inhibition, the ability to implement control predicted symptom severity in schizophrenia. Reduced recruitment of cognitive control regions correlated with total symptom severity. In addition, a behavioral index of reduced control correlated with more severe negative symptoms. Specifically, both groups made more errors and had faster responses on Hard than Easy trails but the latency difference was exaggerated in patients. We interpret the differences between error rate and latency on Hard versus Easy trials to index behavioral control (with larger differences indicating less control) because on Hard trials, the luminance change in the periphery is a distraction that disrupts attention to the task at hand. For this reason, it is necessary to exert greater control to stay focused and inhibit saccades in response to the imperative stimulus. Although patients did not make disproportionally more errors on
Hard versus Easy trials, their exaggerated latency difference suggests increased vulnerability to distraction (i.e., reduced cognitive control). Thus, patients showed neural and behavioral deficits in ramping up control on a more challenging task that correlated with more severe symptoms.
There are a number of plausible explanations for the correlations of reduced cognitive control with symptoms. These findings could reflect that cognitive control deficits and symptoms arise from common mechanisms (Lesh et al., 2011) . Alternatively, individuals who are more symptomatic may have greater difficulty exerting control on more difficult tasks. A more intriguing possibility is that reduced cognitive control contributes to the expression of symptoms by rendering patients less able to disregard unwanted thoughts and feelings. If this were the case, cognitive-behavioral and mindfulness interventions that enhance control may allow schizophrenia patients to redirect attention away from internal experiences and to the external environment (e.g. Baran, 14 task demands) and by so doing, decrease the intensity of symptoms and improve task performance. Recent work provides partial support for this hypothesis (Tabak et al., 2015) . Schizophrenia patients endorsed lower levels of mindfulness than controls and mindfulness was related to indices of adaptive function such as emotion regulation, but not to symptoms.
The present findings of difficulty mobilizing control for task execution extend our previous MEG findings that patients fail to use instructional cues to ramp up control in preparation for the onset of a difficult task . Specifically, patients failed to significantly increase dACC activity for cues indicating an impending antisaccade versus prosaccade. The temporal resolution of MEG allowed us to definitively attribute this failure to the preparatory period that occurs prior to the onset of the imperative stimulus. During this period the task is known, but the direction of the required movement is not. Conversely, in the present study, we can definitively attribute the reduced recruitment of the control network in schizophrenia to antisaccade task requirements (i.e., response inhibition and generation of a novel saccade in the opposite direction) rather than cue-based preparation, since similar reduced recruitment was seen when Hard trials were compared with Fake-Hard trials, which had an identical cue but easy task demands. More specifically, we can attribute the differential activation to the inhibition requirement of the antisaccade task, since the requirement to generate a novel saccade away from the stimulus was identical for all trial types, but inhibition demands were greater for Hard trials. Together, along with previous studies showing deficits in preparatory (e.g., Zahn et al., 1961) and contextual (e.g. Rodrigue et al., 2016) processing these two studies indicate that behavioral Inhibition deficits in schizophrenia reflect difficulty in mobilizing cognitive resources for both task preparation and inhibiting motor responses. Baran, 15 A limitation to the present study is that all but four patient participants were chronically maintained on antipsychotic medications. For this reason, their symptoms can be considered residual in that they have not responded to dopaminergic medications and may differ from symptoms present early in the course in both character and mechanism. In addition, antipsychotics may have affected hemodynamic responses.
We note, however, that antipsychotic dosage as measured by chlorpromazine equivalents did not correlate with neural measures of cognitive control and activation to Easy trials did not differ between patients and controls. What differentiated groups was the failure to increase cognitive control activation on Hard relative to Easy trials. It is more difficult to attribute this pattern to a general blunting effect of antipsychotics on hemodynamic responses.
Our analyses of the relations of symptom severity to behavioral and neural indices of cognitive control were conducted to understand the clinical relevance of cognitive control deficits. Although previous studies have linked cognitive control deficits to increased negative (Thakkar et al., 2011) and disorganization (Barch et al., 2003) symptoms, we did not have a strong a priori basis for expecting correlations with a particular type of symptom since the neural underpinnings of symptoms are not wellunderstood. Although the relations were consistently in the expected direction (increased severity is associated with reduced cognitive control), given the number of comparisons, these findings would not survive correction for multiple comparisons.
In conclusion, patients fail to optimally mobilize cognitive control when increased inhibition is required and this correlates with worse performance and increased symptom severity. Reduced control may contribute to impaired ability to inhibit prepotent but contextually inappropriate responses leading to behavior that is stimulus-bound and perseverative rather optimally guided by situational demands. Reduced control may also A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT Baran, 16 contribute to symptom expression by making it more difficult to disregard internal stimuli.
For these reasons, therapies that increase cognitive control may improve function. A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT Baran, 17 (Oldfield, 1971; White and Ashton, 1976 ). Laterality scores of −100 and +100 denote exclusive use of left or right hand, respectively. c Based on standard scores on the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT-III; Wilkinson, 1993) . replaced by a white fixation ring at the center of the screen, with a diameter of 1.3°. At 1,800 ms, the central fixation ring disappeared (200 ms gap), and at 2,000 ms, it reappeared on either the right or left side as the imperative stimulus to which participants were required to respond. Hard trials were distinguished by an increase in luminance of both the peripheral squares that mark the potential locations of stimulus appearance during the gap and the imperative stimulus. Except for the hard cue, fake-hard trials were identical to easy trials. In the trials depicted, the correct response was a saccade away from the stimulus on the left side of the display. An error would involve a saccade toward the stimulus. After 1 s, the fixation ring returned to the center. Participants were instructed to return their gaze to the center and fixate for another 1000 ms until another trial began. Fixation intervals, which lasted 2, 4, or 6 s, were simply a continuation of the fixation display that constitutes the final second of the previous saccadic trial. 
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